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Rationale: We are required by Jesus to do more than present the plan of salvation 

to people. Once they accept Christ or when they consider saying yes to Jesus as lord 

and savior, we must be prepared to answer questions of our new brothers and sisters. 

Matthew 28: 19 tells us “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations” Discipleship is 

getting an understanding about what we believe and how our beliefs dictate the way 

we live as believers. Further, as the world seeks to redefine what is truth, we must 

be in a position to defend our faith. This is only possible when we understand the 

belief system we have and the scriptural basis of said beliefs.  

Wrap Up Lesson Discussion Questions 

 

1. Why did you choose to participate in these lessons? 

2. How were these lessons different than what you have learned before? 

3. Create your top 3 list. What 3 ideas stick out for you from these lessons? 

1. 

2.  

3. 

 

4. What was the most surprising piece of information you learned during these 

lessons? 

5. What misconception was cleared up for you in these lessons?  

6. What questions do you still have from any particular lesson? 

7. Why do you think these lessons matter? 

8. When these lessons are taught again, what would you change/improve upon? 
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9. Which lesson highlights an area where Christian discipleship needs to 

improve? (Where do we need to do more training?) 

10. How will you now implement what you have learned? How have you 

implemented what you have learned? 

 

Conclusion: Now that you have participated in this series, it is time for you to 

apply your learning to your daily walk. As people have questions, use the resources 

(book and lessons) to support your answers. Guess what? You do not have to make 

up anything because the answers are in God’s Word! I pray this series was beneficial 

to you and will serve as a foundation for your growth!  

 

 

Dr. Ken Patterson, Pastor 

The Mt. Zion Church  

  


